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Diversity	in	the	post-secondary	sector
• Historically we have adopted, globally, very narrow notions of 

diversity in the post-secondary sector – and these have been 
mostly aligned with the concept of impairment.
• Why?  It is the only dimension of diversity which is framed from a 

legislative perspective, offers remedies, and carries penalties for 
non-compliance.
• Even this framing of diversity is restrictive as it sees disability 

solely from a medical model lens: requires disclosure, 
documentation, retrofitting, legally recognized accommodations.  
Leaves little room for a social model construction of disability.



Diversity	in	the	post-secondary	sector:	a	
delicate	concept
• Historically there is almost something ironic and ambivalent about 

using the term ‘inclusive universities’.  Until recently universities 
have been selective and have had mechanism in place to 
guarantee socio-economic homogeneity, gender imbalance, racial 
segregation, etc.
• Even the well used concept of the ‘humanistic university’ needs to 

be handled with care.  The humanistic tradition is inherently 
ableist: ‘mens sana in copore sano’ 



The	rapidly	evolving	face	of	post-
secondary	education
• The landscape has changed rapidly over the last 30 years, mostly because of a 

neo-liberal push to adopt business model approaches to the funding of the 
post-secondary sector – ironically it is not a Human Rights lens which has 
driven change.
• If HE is to be cost-effective, it must draw from the largest possible body of 

‘customers’ and this has driven a push for diversity in the post-secondary 
sector.
• It is no surprise therefore that we arrive at a point of extreme friction in the 

development of the HE sector: the drive to diversity has been driven by a 
revenue perspective, and on the ground now these diverse students are faced 
with a landscape where institutions have sought them out but not changed 
the culture of selective and exclusionary homogeneity 



The	reality	of	the	picture	in	2020	
• 10 to 15% of students identify as having a disability/ access issues in learning

• 25% + of students are International and experience very similar barriers in access to learning

• A percentage of the student population on many campuses in countries such as Canada, the 
US, Australia and NZ, is Indigenous and experiences significant barriers in their learning

• There are also other sub-groups which do not even have formal representation on post-
secondary campuses or explicit support services:

• A varying but significant percentage of the population is ‘first generation’ and also faces 
barriers in access to learning

• Students facing socio-economic challenges

• War vets/ GI bill recipients

• LGBTQ2S+ learners 

• Racialized learners



Difficulties	in	addressing	diversity	in	HS
• As we have seen this is far from being a ‘minority voice’.  A majority of learners experience 

challenges with access to learning.
• However the silo structure preferred in HE means that their advocates and service providers 

are not collaborating and do not carry sufficient weight for change within institutions.
• Most of the groups that support them also have no formal relationships with Teaching and 

Learning services, or lack the hierarchical option of triggering discussions around the format 
of teaching.

• HE faculty are for the most part hired as content expert.  They often lack formal training in 
relation to pedagogy.   Even when they receive pedagogical support this does not always 
include awareness focused on Inclusion.  Issue of voluntary training and professional 
development.

• Great reluctance in HE to impose professional development in a top down fashion.  Argument 
of academic freedom.  Resistance from senior administration about imbedding Inclusion 
policy in a prescriptive way.



Appeal	of	Universal	Design	for	Learning	in	
HE
• Because it focuses on the interaction between learner and environment, and uses a 

design lens to make that interaction as flexible as possible, UDL is a framework that 
can be used with the full spectrum of diverse learners discussed thus far.

• It is a convenient common discourse that can empower the various actors –
regardless of which segment of the diverse learners they serve- to engage with 
teaching and learning units about inclusion in the classroom.  

• UDL is not prescriptive.  It is not a checklist.  It is a lens on practice that allows 
sufficient flexibility for instructors to use in difference disciplines, different sectors 
(Undergraduate, graduate, postgraduate studies), in different class formats (lecture 
hall, labs, language classroom, art studio, etc.), and in varying formats of institutions 
(colleges and universities, large and small). Practitioners may use the same lens and 
select different UDL strategies as a result.  That freedom is essential in a HE context.



Appeal	of	Universal	Design	for	Learning	in	
HE	(contd.)
• UDL is far less resource heavy than other frameworks for instruction.  

Differentiated instruction for example is ill suited for HE because faculty argue 
they never really have a chance to identify learners’ needs.
• UDL also relieves pressure on accessibility services and other student 

support services.  Reduces the phenomenal cost of retrofitting and avoids the 
legal landmine that accommodations represent.  Inclusive conditions are 
instead provide in an in-class/ whole class format.
• UDL is also centered on student choice – the student chooses among 

multiple pathways – the options which are most strength based for them to 
demonstrate skills and achieve success.  This student-centered dimension is 
particularly well suited to the ethos of HE.  It also reflects and embraces the 
full diversity of learners who experience barriers in learning.  
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